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Abstract. This work presents characterization of hydrate forming conditions of a Qatari natural 
gas type mixture, QNG-S1 obtained using two different experimental methods namely: a bench 
top reactor and a gas hydrate autoclave (GHA). The obtained experimental results were found in 
agreement to each other. Another mixture where the QNG-S1 sample was diluted with nitrogen 
(N2) in a 1:1 ratio was also characterized for hydrate dissociation conditions using rocking cell 
apparatus only. The thermodynamic hydrate inhibition effect of a biocompatible ionic liquid, 
choline chloride (ChCl) has been tested for both QNG-S1 and QNG-S1+N2 at two concentrations 
(1 and 5 wt%) using rocking cell apparatus. It has been found thatthe ChCl is showing a typical 
classical thermodynamic inhibitor behavior for both the tested mixtures QNG-S1 and QNG-
S1+N2 by shifting the hydrate equilibrium towards lower temperature and higher pressure. 
Likewise, the interaction between ChCl and model hydrate cages was analyzed using Density 
Functional Theory for characterizing the ionic liquid inhibition mechanism at nanoscopic level. 
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1. Introduction 
Gas hydrates are ice-like crystalline structures where gas components such as methane, carbon 
dioxide and ethane named as guest molecules are entrapped into the cavities formed by hydrogen 
bonded network of water.1-3 Whenever a system of natural gas and water exists at specific 
conditions of low temperature and high pressure, it is expected that hydrates will form. These 
conditions often exist during gas processing thereby gas hydrates are serious problem for oil and 
gas industry.4,5 The vast development in deep water activities carried out in many locations 
globally including Qatar, flow assurance has become one of the critically important challenges in 
overcoming hydrates problem.6 The formation of stable gas hydrates in the production and 
transmission pipelines in oil and gas industries can cause operational and safety hazards, as well 
as production and massive economical loss.7 
 Qatar holds the world's third-largest proven reserves of natural gas at 885 trillion cubic 
feet. Because of its desert climate, gas hydrate formation may seem an unlikely event in Qatar. 
However, its natural gas reservoirs are located 80 km offshore and the production of liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) depends on reliable flow from offshore wellheads to onshore processing 
facilities. Classical methods for inhibiting hydrate formation are used in order to prevent pipeline 
plugging but changing gas concentrations and operating conditions make flow assurance 
challenging in the North Field from both economically and processing perspectives.8 
 Generally, industries avoid hydrate formation by injecting thermodynamic inhibitors 
(THIs), commonly methanol and mono-ethylene glycol, which create unfavorable conditions for 
hydrate formation.6,9-11 However, due to the reported health, safety, and environmental concerns 
that have been affiliated with the use of THIs, an alternative class known as low dosage hydrate 
inhibitors (LDHIs) have been developed in the recent years and have been used in the field of 
flow assurance and gas hydrate mitigation in both oil and gas pipelines.6,12,13 A new class of 
novel environmentally friendly inhibitors, known as ionic liquids (ILs) have recently caught the 
attention of researchers but still there are several critical issues which needs to be addressed for 
their implementation as a promising solution for hydrate inhibition as discussed in a recent 
review by Tariq et al.14 Most of the ILs tested so far for hydrate inhibition belongs to 
imidazolium cation based family, which is known to be toxic.15 Thus, it is advisable to test ILs, 
which are non-toxic and biodegradable for hydrate inhibition purposes. The tunable nature of ILs 
allows us to design them as environmentally friendly compounds by carefully selecting the 
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cation/anion combinations. In the current work, we have used one such compound known as 2-
hydroxy-N,N,N-trimethylethnnminium chloride, also known as choline chloride (ChCl), which 
belongs to environmental benign and bio-compatible class of IL.15 
 Nitrogen rich gas mixtures are available in considerable amounts in many parts of the 
world such as: California Great Valley (USA), the Volga-Ural basin (Russia), the Yinggehai 
basin (China), the Central European basin (Northern Germany and Western Poland) and many 
more.16 These nitrogen rich natural gases contain N2 in approx. 10 – 85 vol% concentrations.  
These mixtures are being used either as pipeline quality fuel by upgrading them through N2 
removal or used directly as low quality fuel or an additive in certain amount to the high CH4 gas 
network.17  
 It is interesting to note that in a recent work, Obanijesu et al.18 reported that the presence 
of N2 and/or H2 in specific conditions act as hydrate inhibitor for natural gas in pipelines. 
Although N2 is a hydrate former itself but the pressure and temperature (P,T) conditions required 
for hydrate formation are relatively high (in the temperature range of -1 to 13.2 °C for 144 to 
554.2 bars pressure region) compared to hydrocarbons.19 The idea is very interesting given the 
fact that nitrogen is relatively economical and requires less sophisticated infrastructure as 
compared to flammable chemical inhibitors like methanol.  This study encourages us also to test 
the reported theory by measuring the hydrate forming conditions in a natural gas sample, which 
is rich in nitrogen and its comparison to undiluted sample. Effect of ChCl inhibitor on both the 
samples was also observed. 
 Thus the objectives of this work are manifold: (i) It presents the investigation on the 
hydrate formation/dissociation conditions in a synthetic multi-component gas mixture whose 
composition is typical of a Qatari natural gas (Table 1) and another sample mixture diluted to 
half of its composition with N2 referred as QNG-S1 and QNG-S1+N2, respectively. (ii) ChCl 
ionic liquid at two percentages (1 wt% and 5 wt%) was tested for its hydrate inhibition efficiency 
for both the gas mixtures (QNG-S1 and QNG-S1+N2) using rocking cell apparatus. (iii) 
Moreover, to unravel the mechanism of hydrate formation, dissociation and inhibition in both 
QNG-S1 and QNG-S1+N2 systems the borescope camera images installed in gas hydrate 
autoclave have been used and (iv) The characterization of the effect of ChCl on hydrates 
structure is analyzed at nanoscopic level using Density Functional Theory (DFT). Thus, this 
study will complete the first detailed characterization of hydrate forming conditions for Qatari 
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natural gas type mixture, its nitrogen rich version, gas hydrate inhibition performance of a 
biocompatible ionic liquid and possibility of N2 in acting as hydrate inhibitor. 
2. Experimental and theoretical methods 
2.1. Materials. The sample of synthetic Qatar Natural Gas type mixture (QNG-S1) was procured 
from Quality Specialty Gases, Qatar with a stated mixtures composition accuracy of ±2%. 
Details about the various components and their relative uncertainty are furnished in Table 1. 
Nitrogen was purchased from Buzware Scientific and Technical Gases, Qatar, with a stated 
purity of 99.9%. Choline Chloride with a stated purity of ≥99% has been purchased from Iolitec. 
Throughout the experiments Millipore Quality water has been used for making solutions. All the 
IL inhibitor solutions were prepared by weighing on an electronic balance with a precision of 
±0.00001 g. 
 
Scheme 1: Structure of (2-hydroxyethyl)trimethylammonium chloride or  Choline Chloride 
(ChCl). 
 
2.2. Experimental methods. Micro bench top reactor (Parr, USA), gas hydrate autoclave and 
rocking cell apparatuses (both from PSL Systemtechnik, Germany)have been calibrated using 
grade methane and ultra-pure-grade carbon dioxide gases with known HLVE data to check their 
performances and validation. Then, QNG-S1mixture was tested alone and in presence of various 
concentration of hydrate inhibitor to obtain HLVE data. Isochoric pressure search method22 has 
been used to get the hydrate liquid-vapor equilibrium data in all the apparatuses. 
 
2.2.1. Micro bench top reactor. The high pressure Parr reactor with an internal volume of 600 ml 
was modified for the experiments by adding a whisk like stirrer and removal of internal cooling 
coil and dip tube. The reactor was filled with 180 ml water and the headspace of the reactor was 
then purged with a gas composition employed to form gas hydrates. The reactor was sealed and 
pressurized to the desired pressure with the gas mixture. The pressure of the reactor was 
maintained and the contents mixed with a high rate of stirring for 2 hours. The reactor was 
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placed in a cooling bath set to 20 °C. After this equilibration stage, the reactor was re-pressurized 
to the same pressure, sealed completely, and the stirring rate reduced. The automated computer 
interface was enabled, and the data logger was set to collect temperature, pressure and torque 
measurements every 2 seconds. The temperature of the reactor was held at 20 °C for an 
additional hour. The automated chiller program was then initiated to cool the reactor down to 2 
°C. The reactor was held at the final temperature of 2°C, for 24 hours. The reactor was the 
warmed back to 20 °C (at a rate of 0.1°C per minute) and maintained there for few hours. 
 
2.2.2. Gas hydrate autoclave. The high-pressure autoclave cell (PSL Systemtechnik, Germany) 
having a total volume of 400 ml can withstand pressure upto 200 bars. Autoclave lid and all 
mounted head connections such as borescope-camera, temperature/pressure sensors and 
inlet/outlet gas valves were detached from the vessel after discharging any internal pressure via 
opening the gas release valve. The magnet housing of the autoclave was washed carefully several 
times from inside with distilled water and filled with 135 ml of the aqueous solution to be 
studied (i.e., water with/without inhibitors). Lid thread was also cleaned from foreign particles 
and well-greased with the lubricant. Then the magnet housing was sealed properly through 
mounting the head connections and carefully closing the lid by hand. The aqueous content within 
the vessel was flushed twice by purging it with the tested gas up to the full bottle pressure to 
ensure that the vessel didn’t have any gas impurities. The vessel was charged with the tested 
sample of QNG up to 60 bar (bottle maximum pressure) and in order to reach the desired/started 
pressure the system was connected to a high pressure generator, which is a manually operated 
piston screw pump used to compress the tested gas within a small volume to develop high 
pressure (i.e., up to 650 bar). Temperature/pressure conditions within the cell were monitored via 
display of Hydrate software until they were stabilized. Hydrate software main window was 
opened to design the whole experimental protocol. The script was edited depending on 
isothermal cooling method according to following steps (a) initialization phase of the experiment 
was started to adjust autoclave temperature to 20 °C (start temperature) and to make an overall 
check for experiment - mainly cell leakage. This was completed with fast stirring (500 rpm) in 
order to equilibrate and saturate liquid/gas mixture.  (b) The experimental phase of the 
experiment was then started by cooling the fluid inside the vessel rapidly with rate (1.8 °C/hr) 
from 20oC to 2°C with agitation (150 rpm), then the system was left for two days (48 hours) at 
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2°C to form hydrate. By the time hydrates were formed, stirrer was stopped, as it plugged the 
cell. In autoclave, gas mixture took longer time to form hydrate plug, this is mainly due to its 
large volume 400 ml compared to bench top reactor 100 ml. (c) After hydrate was formed, 
heating process was started back to the initial temperature with tremendously slow rate (0.18 
°C/hr) for complete hydrate melting. Step-wise heating method was used during the hydrate 
dissociation period and 12 hours of intermission has been given at every 12 hours for the 
experiments. This makes approximately heating rate of 1.44 °C per day. However, in a recent 
work, Semenov et al.20 have reported that up to a certain range (0.5 K/hr) heating rate does not 
affect the determination of equilibrium dissociation point of methane and argon hydrates using 
the rocking cell assembly. We have provided some P-T loops (Fig. 2 of Supporting Information) 
showing the absence of any metastability issue using the aforementioned heating rate. While the 
script is running, pressure, temperature and time can be monitored in the main window of data 
acquiring software. 
 
2.2.3. Rocking Cell assembly. The rocking rig assembly (PSL Systemtechnik, Germany), 
Figures 1 and 2, used in this study contains five test cells. This means that five runs can be 
performed simultaneously. However, the only variables possible, for these simultaneous runs, 
can be the composition of the sample and pressure. To start a fresh experiment the test cell was 
removed from its platform axis after it was depressurized and the temperature sensor and 
pressure supply tube were disconnected. Then it was mounted on the assembling aid and the 
screw lid was opened with a jaw wrench. The ball casing of the test cell and the mixing ball were 
washed carefully for several times with distilled water, ethanol and dried then filled with the 
prepared test mixture (i.e., ultrapure water and inhibitors) according to the experimental 
requirement. Then the test cell was sealed properly in the same way it was opened, reinstalled to 
its corresponding place on the platform axis in RC5 bath, and reconnected to the temperature 
sensor and pressure supply. The test procedure with this experimental set-up was started with 
filling each cell (with maximum volume of 40 cm3) with 15 ml of ultrapure water, then 
pressurized it directly with the sample gas QNG-S1 to the target pressure, as desired by each set 
of the experiments.  
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Figure 1. A typical opened up rocking rig assembly test cell after detachment from the 
mounting. 
 
 Each test cell with its aqueous content was flushed, filled with tested sample of QNG-S1 
and pressurized up to the desired/started pressure following the same manner applied in high 
pressure autoclave vessel. After temperature/pressure conditions within the each test cell were 
stabilized, RC-5 software was started to design the whole experimental protocol. The script was 
edited depending on isothermal cooling method following the same initialization and 
experimental phases applied in autoclave except the hold time required forming hydrate plug and 
the way of creating turbulence and agitation. Liquid vapor mixture within each cell was left for 
24 hour at 2 °C after it was cooled from 20 °C, half the time required for the same mixture within 
autoclave. This is mainly due to its small volume (40 ml) compared to autoclave (400 ml). 
Moreover the mixing module was programmed according to the following parameter: Rocking 
rate: 10 rocks/ min, Rocking angle: 30o. While the script is running, pressure, temperature and 
time data can be monitored in RC-5 main window. Further details on rocking cell assembly can 
be found elsewhere.23-25 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the rocking cell (RC-5) assembly. 
 
2.2.4. Preparation of diluted sample of Qatar Natural Gas type mixture with N2. The nitrogen 
mixing was carried out both in autoclave and rocking cell apparatuses. In order to do so, first the 
cells of both autoclave and RC-5 were filled with the QNG-S1 mixture up to the maximum bottle 
pressure (60 bars). Later both the apparatuses were connected to a high pressure nitrogen 
cylinder having a pressure of 200 bars. Using the high pressure regulator the nitrogen was 
released into the cells until the pressure within each cell of autoclave and RC-5 reached to 120 
bars. The mixture was the mixed properly with stirring and the new composition calculated using 
the precise pressure and temperature readings from the software windows.   
 
 
2.3. Theoretical methods. Theoretical study through DFT simulations on the interaction 
mechanism between ChCl IL and hydrate cages is divided in two sections: i) analysis of isolated 
IL-hydrate cage systems and ii) analysis of the interactions between one ionic pair and small 
hydrate clusters.  As starting point, DFT simulations were focussed on 512 and 51262 water cages 
(with single occupancy), with methane (CH4) was selected as guest molecule.  Then, system 
composed by one isolated molecule (i.e., choline cation, chloride anion and CH4), ChCl ionic 
liquid, both host-guest systems (CH4@512 and CH4@51262) as well as IL-CH4@512 and IL-
CH4@51262 systems were optimized. For IL-hydrate systems, different relative dispositions 
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between the ionic liquid and the hydrate were essayed as starting points for the optimizations, 
focusing our attention on the dispositions of minimal energy. Optimized minima were checked 
through their vibrational frequencies. In addition, empty 512 and 51262 water cages were also 
optimized.  
 Previous results dealing with DFT simulations on hydrate systems showed the need of 
including dispersion terms in the selected functional for obtaining reliable results.26,27 The 
importance of including dispersion corrections in the applied functional for a correct description 
of host-guest interactions was previously reported.28 In a previous work, the interaction energies 
were calculated using B97D functional,29 which led to reliable results for hydrates systems,30,31 
with no remarkable errors regarding to MP2 calculations.28 It is also well known that a 
remarkable accuracy has been achieved by hybrid functional.32 On the other hand, ωB97X has 
shown improved accuracy in thermochemistry, kinetic and non covalent interactions than 
common (hybrid) density functional.33 This functional could be defined as the long range 
corrected (LC) version of B97 functional, which contains a small fraction of the short range HF 
exchange, as well as long range corrections. Hence, in this work, all optimizations were done at 
ωB97XD/6-311+G(d,p) theoretical level. ωB97XD functional is a re-optimization of ωB97X 
functional to include dispersion correction according to D2-approach, with satisfactory accuracy 
for non-covalent interactions.34 In our opinion, ωB97XD would be an adequate functional to 
describe both host-guest interactions as well as IL-hydrate ones. Energies computed in this first 
approximation were corrected according to counterpoise method to avoid basis set superposition 
error.35 All these calculation were carried out using Gaussian 09 (Revision D.01) package.36  
 In a second approximation, systems composed by one ionic pair + hydrate clusters were 
studied. For this purpose, a small cluster of 218 atoms taken from the crystal structure was 
selected as hydrate model. Firstly, we selected a DFT method (together with the basis set) able to 
carry out the required simulations with a moderate computational cost. After several attempts 
over the model cluster, geometry optimization carried out a PBE/DZP37 theoretical level as 
implemented in SIESTA 3.2 package38 provided the best compromise between optimized 
structures (in comparison with experimental ones) and computational cost. Then, systems 
composed by one ionic pair and the hydrate cluster were optimized at this level. For IL-cluster 
systems, different relative disposition between the ionic liquid and the hydrate cluster were used 
as starting points for the optimizations, which were obtained placing the IL over different regions 
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of the model cluster. Based on the optimized structures (some of them led to the same optimized 
structure), single point calculations were performed at ωB97X-D3/6-311+G(d,p)39 theoretical 
level as implemented in ORCA package,40 and molecular properties computed at this level were 
used for the discussion. 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. QNG-S1 gas hydrate phase characterization. It can be inferred from Table 1 that the 
synthetic mixture of QNG-S1 is a complex one containing several hydrate promoters and 
inhibitors. The mixture is rich in methane up to 85% (in moles) with presence of many other 
hydrate formers such as CO2, C2H6, C3H8 and N2 where these individual components’s hydrate 
forming conditions differ from each other. Gas compositions were checked with GCMS for the 
the uncertainties and are in agreement with the ones provided by the vendor. It is expected that 
there will be formation of several/complex crystals in the system given the fact that the 
components differ in size and nucleation conditions also differ for individual component. 
Hydrate simulator software HydraFLASH21 predicts that the QNG-S1 mixture will form type II 
hydrates that assert the previous assumption. Moreover, the borescope camera images are also 
indicative of this phenomenon (Section 3.5). Reproducibility of the measurements has been 
conducted for the validation of the measurement points. Methane + water system has been 
measured repeatedly by using all the above-mentioned apparatus and no significant effect has 
been observed. Moreover, the values of hydrate dissociation points obtained for methane agree 
well with the values reported in the literature, which validate the apparatus for this study (Fig. 1 
Supporting Information).  
 Table 1 shows the relative uncertainties in various components, which will directly affect 
the global composition of the QNG-S1. These large uncertainties were reflected in the 
experimentally obtained values using different apparatuses. It must be stressed here that the 
prime objective of this work is to provide the evidence of hydrate formation in the complex gas 
mixture of QNG-S1 which has never been reported before. The strategy to mitigate the QNG-S1 
hydrates using ChCl and/or N2 dilution is another important aspect of this work.  
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Table 1. Composition of Qatari Natural Gas type mixture (QNG-S1) and relative uncertainties as claimed by the 
suppliers. 
Component Composition in mol % 
methane 0.84990  
ethane 0.05529  
propane 0.02008  
iso-butane 0.00401 
n-butane 0.00585 
iso-pentane 0.00169 
n pentane 0.00147 
n octane 0.00152 
toluene 0.00090  
methyl cyclopentane 0.00102  
nitrogen 0.03496 
carbon dioxide 0.02331 
* Relative uncertainty for samples: CH4 0.2%, C2 to C4 2.0%, C5 plus higher 5%, N2 and CO2 2%. 
 
 For the dilution experiments (next section) N2 was mixed to the current sample and 
composition was calculated. The new composition of the QNG-S1 mixture after nitrogen mixing 
becomes almost equimolar. Such that the mixture is diluted to almost half of its composition and 
becomes nitrogen rich (0.5QNG-S1:0.5QNG-S1+N2). It should be emphasized here that N2 also 
forms the hydrates but at much extreme (P, T) conditions compared to other hydrate forming 
components found in the QNG-S1 mixture used in this study.19 
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Figure 3. Hydrate vapour-liquid equilibrium curve for Type I Qatari Natural Gas (QNG-S1). Points are 
experimental data measured from bench top reactor (BTR) and gas hydrate autoclave (GHA). Solid line is guide to 
the eye. 
 Figure 3 presents the results of hydrate vapour-liquid equilibrium points of QNG-S1 
mixture extracted from the P-T loops obtained from two different experimental apparatuses (Fig 
2 Supporting Information). It is evident that although, the results depicted are not in excellent 
agreement of each other. however, the disagreement between the two experimental apparatuses 
values is easy to understand since the bench top reactor has poor temperature precision and there 
are large uncertainties (±2.2 °C) associated with the thermocouple. QNG-S1 contains almost 
~85% methane however compared to methane it is easier to form hydrates in QNG-S1 because 
of the presence of high molecular weight components in the mixture. This whole scenario 
suggests that one has to be careful in handling and measurements while dealing with such a 
complex mixture. Nevertheless, this whole practice proves that QNG-S1 is capable of forming 
hydrates. Useful data have been collected which might be valuable for the Qatar oil and gas 
industries to design their flow assurance strategies. 
3.2. Choline Chloride as QNG-S1 hydrate inhibitor. It is evident that the choline chloride 
(Scheme 1) is an ionic liquid from ammonium family, having a structure similar to 
tetraalkylammonium salts but an additional –OH functional group attached to it. It is showing 
typical thermodynamic inhibitors characteristics by shifting the hydrate equilibria towards higher 
pressures and lower temperatures (Figure 4). However, it seems that at higher pressures the 
effectiveness of 1 wt% ChCl is not as much as at lower pressures. It is also obvious that 5 wt% 
ChCl is more effective compared to 1 wt% ChCl. The presence of –OH group is very important 
in order to make hydrogen bonds with ‘free water’ and shifts the thermodynamic equilibrium 
through preferential hydrogen bonding.41,42 These results are encouraging since choline based 
ILs are mostly biocompatible thus falls into the category of green inhibitors. Although, the 
inhibition effect is not as great as the conventional ones yet the results pave a way to design more 
biocompatible ionic liquids which can more strongly participate in hydrogen bonded network of 
water thereby with enhanced hydrate inhibition effectiveness.43-45 
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Table 2: Experimentally obtained Hydrate dissociation conditions for Qatari Natural Gas (QNG) 
in absence and presence of ChCl ionic liquid and (ChCl+N2) as inhibitors. 
QNG
a
 QNG + 1 wt% ChCl
c
 QNG + 5 wt% ChCl
c
 
T/
 °
C P/bar T/
°
C P/bar T/
°
C P/bar 
19.97 89.82 19.00 78.88 19.6 93.76 
18.77 70.26 18.00 65.97 18.51 77.73 
17.78 57.23 17.00 55.84 16.51 59.62 
16.58 47.81 16.00 48.32   
21.07b 92.69 b     
21.86 b 102.97b     
QNG + 1 wt% ChCl+ N2
c
 QNG + 5 wt% ChCl+ N2
c
 QNG-S1+ N2
c
 
12.64 55.69 13.94 77.56 13.06 59.61 
13.77 63.41 16.00 102.96 15.45 82.23 
14.61 72.09 16.86 121.61 16.43 98.86 
17.57 116.46     
aData obtained using Gas Hydrate Autoclave; bData obtained using bench top reactor; cData 
obtained using rocking cell apparatus. 
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Figure 4. Experimental hydrate vapor-liquid equilibrium curve for Type I Qatari Natural Gas 
(QNG-S1)obtained using gas hydrate autoclave compared to the curves in presence of 1 and 5 
wt% choline chloride obtained using rocking-cell apparatus.  
 
3.3. Choline Chloride as hydrate inhibitor for diluted QNG-S1. As discussed earlier the 
N2 has been mixed into the system containing QNG-S1 to form an equimolar N2 diluted QNG-S1 
mixture, QNG-S1+N2. The mixture was characterized for hydrate dissociating conditions using 
RC-5 assembly followed by ChCl testing as hydrate inhibitors on this mixture as done previously 
for QNG-S1. Figure 5 shows the hydrate dissociation curves for QNG-S1, QNG-S1+N2 alone 
and also in presence of 1 and 5 wt% ChCl. It can be immediately inferred from the plots that this 
mixture will form hydrates but at relatively high pressures since it is diluted with N2, which does 
form hydrates but at much extreme conditions as stated earlier. The shifting results for the 
mixture in presence of ChCl are a bit different compared to undiluted QNG-S1. Almost no 
inhibition effect for 1 wt% ChCl and there is a typical thermodynamic effect for 5 wt% ChCl has 
been observed. We will further analyze the data in next section to understand the probable cause 
of these trends. 
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Figure 5. Experimental hydrate vapour-liquid equilibrium curve for Qatari Natural Gas (QNG-
S1) obtained using gas hydrate autoclave compared to the curves without/with nitrogen dilution 
(QNG-S1+N2) in presence of 1 and 5 wt% ChCl obtained using rocking cell apparatus. 
 
3.4. Analysis of HLVE Data. In this section we have analyzed the HLVE curves by 
converting them to the trends of hydrate suppression temperatures in presence of ChCl in various 
concentrations for diluted QNG-S1+N2 and QNG-S1 alone. The results are depicted in Figure 6 
(A-D). Four different conditions arise with all the data set: (A) Where the effect of ChCl in 
different concentrations at QNG-S1 hydrates dissociation conditions is depicted; (B) Where the 
inhibition effect of N2 on QNG-S1 hydrate forming conditions is shown, also one can translate it 
into the relatively different conditions required to form the hydrates for this dilute mixture; (C) 
where the combined effectiveness of both (ChCl+N2) in QNG-S1 hydrate inhibition is 
considered; and (D) When the hydrate inhibition effect of different concentrations of ChCl on the 
diluted mixture is observed.  
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Figure 6. Hydrate suppression temperature as a function of pressure for Qatari Natural Gas 
hydrates in presence of ChCl (1 and 5 wt%) with/without N2 purging. 
 
Some important points can be extracted from the trends of hydrate suppression temperature in 
the above-mentioned four conditions and in presence of various amount/type of inhibitors. At a 
given pressure in this study ChCl+N2 are much more effective in shifting the QNG  
hydrate phase boundaries compared to ChCl alone (Fig. 6 A and C). On the other hand, the 
magnitude of hydrate suppression temperature caused by ChCl+N2 is in the range of 5-6 °C at 
lower pressures compared to 0.7-1.7 °C for ChCl in similar pressure range (45-60 bars) compared 
to almost constant 0.1°C for undiluted QNG-S1 in similar pressure range (Fig. 6 A and C). It is 
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also observed that at higher pressures (80-100 bars) the magnitude of suppression temperature 
considerably decreases indicating that with increasing pressure the hydrate inhibition ability of 
both inhibitor systems deteriorate (Fig. 6 A and C). Moreover, as found in Fig. 4 and 5, the 
difference between the 1 and 5 wt% ChCl in shifting the hydrate equilibrium is also evident here 
in terms of ∆T. The difference is smaller for ChCl compared to ChCl+N2 (Fig. 6 A and C). As 
can be seen from Fig. 6 B, it is evident that mixing N2 alone can be an effective strategy for 
hydrate inhibition. N2 is showing a suppression temperature of ~5 °C at lower pressures (40-60 
bars) and ~4 °C at higher pressures (80-100 bars). Yet, Fig. 6 D reveals that ChCl is not as 
effective in inhibiting the hydrate formation in the diluted (N2 rich) mixture of QNG-S1 as 
compared to undiluted QNG-S1. The trends are also reversed with pressure, at lower pressures 
the ChCl inhibiton is less effective and at higher pressures it is relatively more. For 1 wt% ChCl 
the data seems a bit puzzling, showing negative values of T at lower pressures and as the 
pressure is increasing the magnitude of T is tending towards positive values.  As the magnitude 
is very small (~0.2) this can be accounted for the uncertainty in calculation of hydrate 
suppression temperature obtained through fitting the experimental data points. Thus, in our 
opinion this strange behavior can be neglected given the uncertainty associated with the dilution 
experiments. 
 
3.5. Borescope Camera Image analysis. In Figure 7 we have presented some of the images 
for QNG-S1 hydrate formation-dissociation cycle with and without inhibitor. As one can see in 
the left panel the QNG-S1 without any inhibitor starts forming hydrates at around 270 mins. It 
can also be referred roughly as induction time and later the crystal growth start taking place until 
the hydrate blocks the pipeline at around 4410 min. It seems a rock like structure. As indicated 
previously Hydraflash predicted QNG-S1 hydrates will form a type II crystal structure. 
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  QNG-S1: No Inhibitor QNG-S1 + N2 with 1wt% ChCl 
  
t = 0 min (initial mixing) t = 0 min (initial mixing) 
  
t = 270 min (Initial hydrate formation) t = 360 min (Initial hydrate formation) 
  
t = 4410 min (Maximum Hydrates) t = 4410 min ( Maximum Hydrates) 
  
t = 9780 min (Hydrates Dissociation) t = 8970 min (Hydrates Dissociation) 
  
t = 10530 min (End of Experiment) t = 10530 min (End of Experiment) 
Figure 7. Borescope camera images from gas hydrate autoclave (GHA) showing the cycle of 
Qatari type natural gas hydrate formation and dissociation without any inhibitor (left panel) and in 
presence of 1 wt% ChCl+N2 rich environment (right panel) at various time intervals. 
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Whereas, in the right panel, system contains diluted sample, QNG-S1+N2 in presence of 1 wt% 
ChCl is shown. Here the situation is very different compared to the previous one. As one can see 
the first sign of hydrate formation (induction time) is around 360 min compared to 270 min of 
QNG-S1 alone. It shows there is a clear delay in hydrate formation in presence of ChCl+/N2. 
Later after prolonged time in the experiment the hydrates formed but not as much as in the 
previous case. Even the formed hydrates at 4410 min (same time frame) doesn’t look similar to 
hydrates of QNG alone. They seem more like slurry or not so strongly associated.  This could be 
due to the reason that ChCl is analogous to quarternary ammonium salts known for their anti-
agglomerant characteristics. Another plausible reason for this phenomena could be the  presence 
of N2 in the system. It also suggests that the ChCl+/N2 system is a unique option for hydrate 
inhibition for Qatari natural gas. However, more systematic and detailed studies are needed in 
order to unravel the mechanism of the inhibition phenomena of this synergistic system. 
3.6. DFT Analysis on IL-hydrate interactions. Analysis of IL-hydrate cage systems has been 
done in terms of geometrical changes on hydrates geometries upon interactions with ChCl ionic 
liquid, energetic of host/guest system in presence and absence of selected IL. The optimized 
geometries of CH4@512 and CH4@51262 cages are shown in Figure 8. In this work, the strength 
of host-guest interactions has been assessed trough its interaction energy (∆EHG), which has been 
defined as: 
∆E
HG = E(CH4@512) – [E(CH4) + E(512)]                                                       (1) 
where E(CH4@512), E(CH4) and E(512) stand for the energies of  CH4@512, methane molecule 
and 512 empty cage, respectively. An Analogous expression can be defined for CH4@51262 
system. These interaction energies are one key property to characterize clathrate type systems. In 
this work, interaction energies are -7.27 kcal mol-1 and -6.42 kcal mol-1 for CH4@512 and 
CH4@51262 cages, respectively, at ωB97XD/6-311+G(d,p) theoretical level. These values are in 
concordance with those previously reported at MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level (-7.78 kcal mol-1 and -
6.80 kcal mol-1).28 Small differences point out to the quality of ωB97XD/6-311+G(d,p) level to 
describe host-guest interactions. More negative energies of CH4@512 system agrees with the 
more favoured formation of this cage.31 
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 Figure 8. Optimized Structures of CH4@5
12 and CH4@5
1262 cages. Host-guest interaction energies (∆EHG) of both 
systems are also included. Red dotted lines stand for water-water H-bonds.  
 
Optimized structures of ChCl interacting with CH4@512 and CH4@51262 cages are 
displayed in Figure 9. In both cases, two different arrangements between the IL and the clathrate 
were found (labelled as I and II / III and IV for 512 / 51262 cages). For these optimized structures 
two different interaction energies can be defined. The first one can be used to assess the 
magnitude of IL··· clathrate interactions (∆EIL-C), which has been defined as follow: 
∆E
IL-C = E(IL-CH4@512) – [E(IL) + E(CH4@512)]                                        (2) 
where E(IL-CH4@512) is the energy of the optimized IL-CH4@512 structure (an analogous 
expression can be obtained for CH4@51262 cage). The second one measures host-guest 
interactions (∆EHG, Eq. 1) taking into account the new arrangement of CH4@512 system upon 
interaction with choline chloride ionic liquid. For this, single point calculations were carried out 
over different filled cages using their coordinated obtained from optimized IL-CH4@512 and IL-
CH4@51262 systems. Estimated ∆EIL-C values (Figure 9) of both I and II (IL-CH4@512) / III and 
IV (IL-CH4@51262) optimized geometries systems lie between -59.82 kJ×mol-1 and or 118.21 
??kJ×mol-1 / -162.64 kJ×mol-1 and -155.37 kJ×mol-1. IL-cage interaction energies are much 
higher than host-guest ones obtained in absence of ChCl, which points out that selected ionic 
liquid strongly interact with both cages. For example, ∆EIL-C of structure I (which is the smallest 
one) is about twice than ∆EHG of CH4@512. Since, ChCl strongly interact with water molecules 
breaking the cage, ∆EHG values become less negative, i.e., the cage is much less stable in 
presence of the ionic liquid. Only for structure I, ∆EHG < 0 are obtained (for CH4@512, ∆EHG =  -
5.35 kJ×mol-1), please see Fig. 9. The most important changes upon interaction with ChCl are 
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noted for structure IV, which yields ∆EHG = 31.73 kJ×mol-1. These high values of ∆EHG point out 
the possibility that the hydrate structure is broken. An examination of the difference between 
∆E
HG of both cages in absence of the ionic liquid, as well as ∆EHG and ∆EIL-C of structures I-IV 
shows that lower stability of CH4@51262 allows stronger interaction with ChCl ionic liquid, 
whereas the hydrate structure would also be more easily opened. 
Finally, IL-hydrate interactions have been localized and featured through topological 
analysis of the electronic density (AIM theory). Although four different critical points can be 
defined according to AIM theory, we have only focused on bond critical points (BCPs), that 
fulfill the criteria to be defined as H-bond, related with intermolecular interactions between ChCl 
ionic liquid and water cage molecules. Thus, cation/anion···cage interactions are also displayed 
in Figure 9 (black/blue). Aimed at studying all BCPs as a whole, we have analyzed the total 
electronic density sum over all BCPs (∑ρ(BCP)), In addition, based on involved atoms in each 
interaction, ∑ρ(BCP) can be decomposed as the sum of contributions from cation/anion···cage 
interactions (Table 3): ∑ρ(BCP) = ∑ρ(BCP,cat) + ∑ρ(BCP,ani).  
 
Table 3. Total sum of the electronic Density (∑ρ(BCP)) over all, [CH]···[Cl] and ion···cage intermolecular 
interactions. Units are in a.u. 
 ChCl IL-CH4@5
12
 IL-CH4@5
12
6
2
 
 I II III IV 
∑ρ(BCP,IL) 0.0330 0.0204 0.0250 0.0195 0.0178 
∑ρ(BCP,ani)  0.0346 0.0496 0.0513 0.0571 
∑ρ(BCP,cat)  0.0328 0.0400 0.0748 0.1504 
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Figure 9. Optimized Structures of IL-CH4@5
12 (up) and IL-CH4@5
1262 (bottom) systems. IL-hydrate interaction 
energies (∆EIL-C) and Host-guest interaction energies (∆EHG) are also shown. Red dotted lines represent water-water 
H-bonds, while green / black / blue stand for the main [CH]···[Cl] / anion··cage / cation···cage interactions. Only 
BCP (blue points) corresponds to cation-anion and ion-water intermolecular interactions are shown. Intermolecular 
bond lengths are in Ǻ.  
 
In addition, the main interaction for ChCl has been also characterized both in presence and 
absence of hydrate cages (Figure 9 and Table 3). The main interactions between both ions are H-
bond between chloride atoms and H of hydroxyl group. Based on our simulations, this H-bond 
yield a length equal to 2.125 Ǻ and electronic density ρ = 0.0330 a.u. As seen in Figure 9 and 
Table 3, this H-bond is only scarcely weakened upon hydrate presence. For structure I, a strong 
H-bond is found between chloride atom and one water molecule, which is the largest 
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contribution to the ∑ρ(BCP). Nonetheless, there are also four week H-bonds between methyl H and 
O atoms from water molecules. Although those H-bond yield long lengths (~ 2.582 Ǻ) and low 
electronic density values (∑ρ(BCP) = 0.0328), they also represent an important contribution to the 
cage destabilization. Similar trends are noted for the remaining hydrates. Even if, there are two 
or three clorhide···water cage intermolecular H-bond, while choline···water H-bond provide 
increasing strengths (lower distances and ∑ρ(BCP) values). These factors agree with ∆EHG and 
∆E
IL-C. The most dramatic effects were found in structure IV. As seen in Figure 9, there are three 
/ eight chloride/choline···water H-bonds, which bring out that three water molecules clearly 
broke the cage arrangement. In fact, the more negative ∆EHG energies are obtained for this 
structure.  
In the second approach a more realistic hydrate model is considered, Figure 10. Regarding 
to the analysis of the interactions between one ionic pair and small hydrate clusters, Figure 11 
draws the optimized structures for the hydrate cluster model (composed by two CH4@512 plus 2 
CH4@51262 cages) interacting with one ionic pair. Aimed at simplify the exposition of obtained 
results, the analysis of IL-cluster systems has been mainly done based on energy parameters. 
Thus, binding energy for the interaction between the hydrate cluster and choline chloride ionic 
liquid has been estimated as (similar than Eq. 2): 
∆E
IL-cluster = E(IL-cluster) – [E(IL) + E(cluster)]                                              (3) 
where E(IL-cluster), and E(cluster) are the energy of the optimized IL-cluster and isolated cluster 
structures.  Destabilization of the hydrate cluster upon interactions with ChCl has been measured 
as the energy difference (∆Ecluster) between the hydrate cluster in using its geometry in absence  
(E(cluster)) and presence (E*(cluster)) of the ionic liquid, i.e.: 
∆E
cluster
 = E*(cluster) – E(cluster)                                                                     (4) 
Both ∆EIL-cluster and ∆Ecluster paramenter are also displayed in Figure 11, while Figure 12 draws 
the evolution of both energies for structures V-XII. In general, both approximations yield 
interactions energies ranged between -60.0 kJ×mol-1 and 160.0 kJ×mol-1, with exception 
structure V (∆EIL-cluster = -17.95 kJ×mol-1). The highest values for interaction energies (∆EIL-cluster) 
between choline chloride ionic liquid and hydrate cluster are obtained for structures VI (-133.40 
kJ×mol-1), VIII (-118.22 kJ×mol-1), IX (-124.33 kJ×mol-1) and XII (-153.12 kJ×mol-1). In 
addition, the strongest interaction between the ionic pair and the hydrate cluster are also related 
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with the largest destabilization of the hydrate (measured through ∆Ecluster). Thus, the largest 
destabilization are noted for structure XII (∆EIL-cluster = 68.03 kJ×mol-1). 
 
 
Figure 10. Optimized Structures of hydrate model cluster used in the second part of DFT simulations. 
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Figure 11. Optimized Structures of IL-cluster showing different relative dispostion between the IL and the cluster. 
IL-cluster interaction energies (∆EIL-clus) and the variation energy of the cluster due to the ionic pair (∆Eclus) are also 
shown. Red dotted lines represent water-water H-bonds, while green / black / blue stand for the main [CH]···[Cl] / 
anion··cluster / cation···cluster interactions. Intermolecular bond lengths are in Ǻ.  
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Figure 12. Computed IL-cluster interaction energies (∆EIL-clus) and variation energy of the cluster due to the ionic 
pair (∆Eclus). 
 
The interaction mechanism has been inferred from the molecular disposition between ChCl 
regarding the hydrate. As seen in Figure 11, choline chloride ionic pair is interacting with one 
face of cage 512, where the main interaction is taking place between the chloride anion. This 
interaction mechanism is similar to those described for structures I and II. Nonetheless, in 
structures VIII, IX and XII the ionic pair is simultaneously interacting with both 512 and 51262 
cages. Instead of the analyzed structure, the main interactions between the ionic pair and the 
hydrate are hydrogen bonds, where the chloride anion plays as hydrogen bond acceptor. Note 
that ∆EIL-cluster values are increasing as a function of the number of hydrogen bonds between 
chloride anion and the hydrate. Structure VIII only yields one hydrogen bonds between chloride 
anion and the hydrate (concretely with one cage 512, while interactions with cage 51262 takes 
places between methyl hydrogen and O atoms of the cage). Structure IX / XII leads to two / three 
hydrogen bonds, one of them with a cage 512, while the remaining bond are formed between the 
anion and cage 51262. Accordingly, structures VIII, IX and VII yield one hydrogen bond between 
chloride anion and cage 512, while increase of ∆EIL-cluster values are due to interaction between 
chloride anion and one cage 51262. Those results agree with those obtained from structures I-IV, 
which pointed out to stronger interactions between ChCl and 51262. In short, this second 
approximation has been allowed the study of the interaction mechanism in a more realistic 
environment. However based on interaction energies, both approximations lead to similar 
conclusions. 
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4. Conclusions 
 Qatari natural gas type mixture and a diluted sample of it using nitrogen have been 
characterized for their hydrate formation and dissociation conditions using two different 
experimental methods. A biocompatible ionic liquid: choline chloride at 1 and 5 wt% 
concentration was tested for its hydrate inhibition efficiency for both Qatari natural gas hydrates 
and those from diluted sample. The IL acts similar to thermodynamic inhibitor at both 
concentrations. However, it was not as effective as classical inhibitors. The other way of looking 
at this data was to consider N2 as hydrate inhibitor itself, which was used for making the system, 
diluted (N2 rich). It was found that mixing N2 is an effective and economic way of inhibiting gas 
hydrates compared to chemical inhibition for the studied system. The used computational 
approach based on DFT allowed inferring the mechanism of interaction between the ionic liquid 
and model hydrate cages. The obtained results are useful and could be helpful for the Qatar oil 
and gas industries to plan the flow assurance strategies. 
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